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O.UESTION: Whether the Health Insurance Portability and Accountabil'ity Act 
(HIPAA) Privacy Rule applies to Veterans Benefits Administration (VBA).

DISCUSSION: 

BACKGROUND 

1 . You asked the Office of General Counsel thirty four questions concerning the 
application of the privacy provrsion of the Administrative SlmpHtication subtitle of 
the Health Insurance Portabmty and Accountability Act [PUB. L. No. 1. 04-191 , 
Title 11, Subtitle F (§§ 261-H4) (1996)1,. to VBA, particularly the Compensatio11 and 
Pension (C &P) Service. 

2. Sectron 264{c}(1) of the HI.PAA tasked the Department of Health and Human
Services {HHS) with pmmulgat,ing standards to protect the privacy of individually 
identifiable health information as defined in 42 U.S.C. § 1320d(,6). HHS promul
gated the standards, with subsequent amendments, ln regulations located at 
45 C . .F. R. Parts 160 and 164, oommonly referred to as the Privacy Rule. 65 Fed. 
Regi .. 82462-828.29 (2000) f as amended by 67 Fed. Reg. S.33182-.273 (2002). 

COVERED ENTITIES 

3.l In the first paragraph ot the 2000 Federal Register notice, HHS stated tllat the 
Privacy Rule app,ies to "health plans j health care clearinghouses, and certain 
health care providers .." See also§ 160.102, and §§164."104, 164.106, 164.500. 
The Privacy Ru e refers to these col ectively as oovered entities. 45 C. F 
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5.i A health care clearinghouse iS referred to as an enti:ty which translates health 
information from one format to another and forwards lt, (42 U.S.C. § 1320d 
(2)),iand is not mlevant. for this opinion.

6.i A health care provider is deffned under 42 U .. S.C. § 1320d (3) as:

•i a provider of services as defined in 42 U.S.C .. § 1395x(u), Le.,
hospitals, critical access hospitals, skilled nursing facilities, 
comprehensive outpatierit rehabjlitation facllities, home health 
a9encies. and hospice programs;

•i a provider of medical or health services as defined iri 42. U.S.C.
§i 1395x(s), e.g., physiciarisj services, ottice..:type services and 
suppli,es fumrshed incident to a physician's professi,onal service, 
diagnostic tests, therapy, dressings and casts, durable medical
equipment 1 ambul1ance service j prosthetic devices; vaccine, nurse
anesthetist services, and mammography and other types of 
screening or

•i anyone else who furnishes, bills or is pard for health care in the
norma.l course of business.

7.i The Privacy .Rule defines health care as care, services, or supplies related to 
the health of an i11dividual1. Healt:h care .includes but is not limited to

t 
preventive

! 

diagnostic, therapeutic, rehabilitativ,e, maintenance
t 

or palliative care, and 

counseling, sewice, assessment, or procedure with respect to the physical or 
mental condition, or functional status, of an individual or that affects the structure 
or function or the .body, and d"spensing of an item in accordance with a 
prescription. 42 C.F.R. § 160.103; italics supplied. The term '1 assessmenf' was 
added to the definition when the final rule was adopted in December 2000. 
Explanatory regulatory material published with the change stated "assessments 
are conducted in the in[tial step of diagnosis and treatment of a patient. If 
assessment is not included fn the list of services, the services provided by 
occupational health nurses and employee health information may not be 
covered." 65 Fed. Reg. 82572 (2000).

8 .. Given the functions and activities set forth above, it seems clear that certain 
components of VBA are not covered entities: Education Service, Loan Guaranty 
Service and rnsuranoe Seivice.i1 Similarly, most activities of C & P Service are 
not of the type .listed above for covered ent:itles. However, since a C & P 
examination could arguably fall under the definition of "health care," and thus 
possibly be deemed an activity of a "hea,th care provider,•r we will examrne this 
activity in more detail before characterizing C & P Service, 

i We will consfder wheU'ler any acfvities of Vocational Rehabilitation and Employment Service 
oonstitute covered entity act1ivities in a subsequent memorandum opinfon. 
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9.r As indicated above,, under the Privacy Rule definition an •entity may be
a covered health care provider if it engiages in the performance of an

"assessment ... with r,espect to the physical ot mental condition, or functional 
status

1 
of an indfvidual." C &. P examinations are intended to

1 
and do, provider 

evaluations of the physical or rnentali status of applicants for VA benefits. However, 
the quoted language appears to contemplate a meaning and purpose quite 
different from a C & P type of assessment. The statutory and re,gulatory definitions 
of health plan and health care provider include the foll:owing terms to describe their 
health care activities: diagnosis, diagnostic i test, screening. care, treatment, 
therapeutic, therapy, anesthetist services, vaccine, dressings, supplies, equipment, 
cu r.e

1 
mitrgatron, rehabmtaUve, maintenance, palliative and preventive. The 

common denominator of these many terms is the focus on active intervention for 
the purpose of affecting the hearth status of an individual. Evaluation or
"assessmenf' of the individual's condition in the context of these many terms is 
clearly for the purpose of selecting a course of action to improve that condition.

10.r The December 2000 comment of HHS explaining why "assessment" was added 
corroborates such an understa • ding when it identifies r 

1 assessment" as an earliy 
step in the diagnosis and treatment of a patient. In oontrast, while a G & P 
examination may constitute ari Hassessmenf' of the physical or mental condition of 
a VA beneficiary; it is not for U1erapeutic inteNention. The C & P examination is to 
assess fror the entirely different purpose of compensating an indi.vidual monetarily 
or othervv

11 .. Accordingly we conclude that C ,& P Service fs not a covered entuy and that 
the HJPAA Privacy Rule does not apply to VBA C & P examinafon records .. It 
follows that when a third party entity performing C & P examjnations on behatf of 
VBA, including VHA, creates such records )• they are not protected by the Privacy 
Rule. 

PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION HELD BY 
NON-GOVER.ED ENTlTI ES 

12.r The Veterans. HeaUh Administration (VHA) is designated a health plan as to 
care provided or paid for under Chapter 17 of title 38, United States Code.
42 U.S.C. § 1320d(5)(J). VHA's treatment activities also satisfy the definition
of a covered health care provider. 42 U.S.C. § 1320d(3); 45 C.F.R. § 160.103. 
Consequently individually identified health information created or maintained by 
VHA for VHA purposes, (as opposed to VBA purposes as discussed above), is 
protected from use or disclosure not authori'zed by the Privacy Rule. On the other 
hand, sJnce VBA is not a covered entity, the Privacy Rule does not apply to

https://NON-GOVER.ED
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protected individually identiffable health information once i is receiv,ed by VBA 
(with the possible exception of Vocationai

1

1 Rehabilitation and Employment 
Service). HHS agre,ed with that conclusion when it determined that it lacks 
authority under HIPAA to make the Privacy Rul,e applicable to non-covered 
entities. HHS summarized this analysis when it said: 

[O]ur jurisdiction under the statute is limited to health plans, health 
care clearinghous,es, and health care providers who transmit any 
health . informat:ion electronically in connection with any of the 
standard financial and administrative transactions in section 1173(a) 
of the Act [the Social Security Act]. These are the entities referred to 
in sectf:on 1173(a}(1) of the Act and thus listed in 160.103 of the final 
rule. Consequent-ly, once protected health information leaves tile 
purview of one of these covered entities, their business associa.tes, 
or other related entities (such as plan sponsors),. the information ;s 
no longer afforded protection under this rule.

65 Fed.. Reg .. 82567; i.talics supplied.1 

A SPEClAL VA EXCEPTION: DISCLOSU R,E FOR EUGIBIUTY PU R:POSES 

13.i A disclosure of protect,ed health information by a covered entity to another 
entity is generally not permitted without a prior writt-en authorization or an
exception provided by the Privacy Rule. 45 C . .F.R. § 164.502 .i. The Privacy Rule 
provides an exception that generally permits VHA to provide protected health 
information to VBA for claim adjudication and benefits delivery purposes.
42 C.F . .R. § 164.512(k){1) (iii) states:

A covered entity that is a component of the Department of Veterans 
Affairs may use and discl!ose protected health information to 
components. of the Department that determine eligibili'ty for or 
entiHernent to, or that provide, benefits under the laws administered 
by the Secretary of Veterans Affairs .. 

Not covered by this exception, however, are psychotherapy notes and any 
protected! he.alth information, which is being disclosed for rnarketf ng (generally 1

communlcations to encourage the purchase or use of a product or servioe). 
45 C.F .. R.. § 164.508. Psychotherapy 11otes will be discussed in detail in a 
subsequent opinion. Thus, except for psychotherapy notes and marketing efforts, 
individual'ly identmable health info11mation may be provided by VHA to VBA to 
determine eligibility for. or entitlement to, or provide benefits under laws 
administered by the Secretary of Veterans Affairs without ne,ed for a written 
authorization. Moreover, as stated above, once it becomes VBA information, it is 
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no longer subject to the protected health information requirements of the HIPAA 
Priv.r acy Rule. 

SUMMARY 

14 .. We have applied the conclusions set out in this opinion to many of your 
specific questions; see Addendum, attached. it should be recalled, however, 
the individually identifiable health information once in VBA's possession is not 
unprotected. As you !know, it continues to be protected by Federal statutes, 
such as the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552a, 38 U.S.C. § 7332 where applicable, 
and 38 U.S,C. § 5701 {a). As is currently the rule, VBA may use and disclose 
individually identifiable health informatron only as authorized by these statutes. 
We have. not set forth this qualification to tile answers that follow to avoid 
repetition. Nevertheless., these provisions must always be considered in the 
ci re um stances presented by your questions. 

15.r U you have any further quesUons about U1e answers provided in thisr
memorandum, please corltact .Jeff Corzatt at 273-6362.r

HELD: 

VBA, with the possible exception of Vocational Rehabilitation and Employment 
Service (which will be considered in a subsequent opinion), is not subject to the 
HI PAA Privacy Rule. 

Except for psychotherapy notes and disclosures for the purpose of marketing, 
ileal:t11 care informatio11 protected by the HIPAA Privacy Rule may be disclosed to 
VBA by VHA without written authorization if such disclosure is for the purpose of 
determination of eligibility for or entitleme11t to benefits or for th,e administration of 
benefits. Once it is received .by VBA, it is no longer covered by the Privacy Rule ... 
The Information may still be protected by the Privacy Act and the VA 
confidentrafity laws (38 U.S.C. §§ 5701 (a). 7332), however.. 

Compensation and Pension ,examination reports prepared for VBA by VHA or any 
other enti.ty, such as a co11tractor are not covered by the Privacy Rule sinc,e that 
entity is acting as an ager:it of a noncovered entity in prepadng such reports. 

�.5/ri.k,� 
Tim S. McC!ain 
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ADDENDUM 

ANSWERS TO SPECIF\IC ,QUESTIONS ABOUT THE APPUCATIONIi
OF THE. HIPAA .PRIVACY RULE 

Set forth immediately below are answers to most of the questions that VBA asked 
concerning th,e application of the HIPAA Privacy Rule. These answers apply only 
to activities of VBA. hey do not apply to the Veterans Heal:th Administration. As 
tine remainders of the questions are resolved, we will provid:e the answers ini
subsequent memoranda. (An explanation rather than a question was presented 
under QUESTION 1 .) 

QUEST[ON 2: Does protected health information generated elsewhere retain that 
protecU:on after transfer to VBA? 
ANSWER: No. 

QUESTION 3: What obligations, if any, does VB.A have concerning the notke 
requirements of the Privacy Rule if it applies to protected! health information 
provided to VBA? 
ANSWER: VBA has no obligations conceming the notice requirements of the 
Privacy Rule. 

QUESTION 4: Are there any new obligations if U does not? 
ANSWER: No. 

QUESTION 5: Does HIPAA impose a11y added restri;ictions on access to or 
dfsclosure of information in VBA claims files beyond that which already ,exist 
under the Privacy Act or under our routine uses? 
ANSWER: No. 

QUESTION 6: Is a Rating Oecision which discusses and documents the 
veteran's health and claimed disabilities a protect,ed' medical r,ecord under 
HIPAA? 
ANSWER: No. 

QUESTION 7: Is a C&P examinatlon report a protected health record within the 
meanfng of HIPAA? Does the answer depend on whether it is conducted by the 
Veterans Health Administration or by a private contractor? 
.ANSWERS: No. Not applicable, 

OUESTlON 8: Assuming that the answer to question five above i,s in the 
affirmative, VBA obtains d,isability examinatfons from both VHA and a private 
vendor who does more than 70,.i Currently that v,endor000 examinations per year. 
is OTC Corporation and VBA is currently engaged in a rebid of the contract. In 
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light of that we have the following questions [questions omitted in light of the 
response]. 
ANSWER: This question is not applicable, since the answer to question five is 
"no." 

QUESTION 13: Please clarify what constitutes a valid authorization and a 
defective authorizatlon? 
ANSWER: A valid authorization meets all the requirements specified in 45 CFR 
164.508. (Attached) A defecUve authorization does not VBA will not need a 
.Privacy Rule authorization to disclose health information received from VHA or 
another covered entity. However, if VBA se-eks health care information protected 
by the Privacy Rule from a covered eritity other than VHA, a valid authorization 
from the VA beneficiairy will be required, unless. an exception to the Privacy Rule 
applies. 

QUESTjON 14: Does information gathered by a VA field examiner on the health 
of a beneficiary for whom a fiduciary has been appointed constitute a protected 
health record w.ithin the meaning of HlPAA? 
ANSWER: No, information created or gathered by a VA field examiner, including 
information gathered from a covered entity, is not subject to the HIPAA Privacy 
Rule. 

QUESTION 15: Does VA's current policy of recognizing a l.icensed attorney as a 
POA if the attorney ass.erts representation on his/her letterhead meet the 
require•i ments of HIPAA for purposes o1 providing access to protected health 
information? 
ANSWER: Because medical information in the•i possession of VBA is not 
protected health information, the HIPAA requirements do not apply to access to 
such information by a l,iicensed attorney when the information is maintained by 
VBA. 

QUESTION 16: Does a re,quest from a power of attorney (veterans service 
organization, agent or attorney) under the Privacy Act and/or Freedom of 
Information Act for records fr-om a claims, vocational rehabilitation or guardianship 
tile require a HIPAA compliant release for VA to release these documents? Or 
may VA re•i lease such documents [1f the re•i quest is made over the POA's own 
signature and on the individuaf's or organization's letterhead? 
ANSWER: Because VBA iis not generally subject to the HIPAA Privacy Rule, a 
HIPAA-compHant release is not required•i to release protected healith information 
contained in a veteran's VBA records to the current holder of the veteran's POA. 
As indicated above, we will address the vocational rehabilltation reoords i:n a 
future opinion. 
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QUESljQN 17: Does the provision of information and access to a claims file to a 
POA constitute a dr:Sclosure that must be disclosed to the individual about whom 
the record relates and/or that must be documented and cataloged on a six year 
rolling basis as required by 45 CFR 164.528? Please explain the, minimum 
information that must be contained in the notice to the rndi:vidual and any time limit 
that may exist about notification. What i1s the minimum information that must be 
maintained on the rolling log? Must the ml ing og be maintained i11 the VA folder 
or as a separate system -of records or both? 
ANSWER: These questions presun1e that the VBA claim file contains information 
protected by the Privacy Rule. Because the Privacy Rule does not apply to the 
claim file the HIPAA requirements to account for disclosures do not apply. 

QUESTION 18: We understand that HliPAA appHes as long as records on an 
individual exist, even if tnat individual is deceased. How does this affect the 
ability of a survivor to, file for benefits to include appointing a POA to represent 
them? Can the POA who is representing the survivor review records of the 
deceased? If so, under what conditions? 
ANSWER: While the Privacy Rule does apply to the protected health informaHon 
of decedents when maintarned by a covered entity, the Privacy Rule does not 
apply to VBA records. 

QUESTION 20: VA provides information to other federal, state and local 
governmental bodies in the course of business, often without a release fr,om the 
beneficiary. [Examples deleted] Would these require us to g,et a new release 
form? 
ANSWER: Since the Privacy Rule does not apply to VBA, it need not obtaiit n a 
HIPAA-compliant authorization before making disclosures to other governmental 
entiUes.. 

QUESTION 24: 45 CFR 164.512{e){1)(v){B) says ; in part "(B) Requires the return 
to the cove.red entity or destruction of the protected health information (including 
all copies made) at the end of the litigation or proceeding."' P·lease explain the 
appllcability of this provision to the VA claims process? .[rest of question del,eted.] 
ANSWER: Because the HIPAA Privacy Rule does not apply to VBA c!ai;t m 
proceedings or records, this HIPAA Privacy Rule provision is inapplicable to the 
VA clafms process .. 

QUESTION 25: Does tile current [VA form] 21 -4142 meet the requirements of 
HJPAA? If not, how should it be modified? Do we need a separate releas,e for 
psychotherapy records? 
ANSWER.: !n order for VBA to obtain protected 17ealth information from a covered' 
entity pursuant to a prior wrftten authorization of the patient, that authorization 
must meet the requirements of 45 CFR 164.508. Under that section of the 
Privacy Rule, a separate authorization is required for psychotherapy notes.. Thus, 
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if VBA seeks medf cal information other than psychotherapy notes and 
psychotherapy notes from the same private sector covered health care provfder, 
VBA will have to provide the provider with two authorizations. 45 CFR 
164.508(b){3)(ii). (If a more-restrictive state or Federal law appliies to the medical 
information sought, as now, VBA would have to use an authorization that meets 
the requirements of the applicable law.) 

,QUESTION 26: Do the current P-22 Appointment of a Power of Attomey and 
P 22A Appointment of an Agent me-et the requirements of HIPAA for purposes of 
providing access to claims files and guardianship flies? If not how should the 
forms be modifed? 
ANSWER. The HIPAA Privacy Rule does not apply to the claim and 
guardianship tiles, 

QUESTION 29: Does HIPAA require us or is it to our advantage to republish our 
routine uses prior to April 13, 2003? 
ANSWER: Because the HIPAA Privacy :Rule does not apply to the VBA systems 
of records subject to the Privacy Act, it does not require VBA to republish its 
systems of records notices. However, many VBA systems of records have not 
been republished in some time·. For example, it would appear that VBA has not 
republished its system of records for Compensation and Pension claim file 
records, VA System of Records 58VA21/22 since 1976. See, e.g.. the Federal 
Register notice at 63 Fed ... R.eg. 37941 (1998). Under i999 guidance from the 
Office of Management and Budget and a Presidential Memorandum for the Heads 
of Executive Departments and Agencies, Federal ag-encles are to conduct a 
review of their systems of records update them, and republish them where 
necessary. Accordingly, it would appear appropriate for VBA, regardliess of the 
HIPAA Privacy Rule, to review, and as necessary, update and republish Us 
Privacy Act systems of records notices, including routine uses. 

QUESTION 30: We believe that the required compliance date for HIPAA :tis April 
14, 2003. What sanctions,. if any, exist for non-compliance with the various 
provisions of HIPAA and .its implementing; regufations? 
ANSWER:· The H'IPAA Prlvacy Rule is inapplicable to VBA claim records. 

QUESTION 31: May a veteran waive his HIPAA rights in a manner similar to that 
whereby a military retiree waives his/her right to retired pay to receive 
compensatlon in advance of the final decision on his/her craim?" 
ANSWER: There is no authority under the HIPAA statute or Privacy Rure for an 
indrvidual to waive his/her rights u11der ·the Rule. We note that the only "waiver'' of 
rights provision In the Privacy Rule that we can identify is a temporary 

'"suspension" of the right of access to medical information by participants rn 
clinical research if certain conditions are· met 45 CFR § 164.524(a)(2)(iii). 
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QUESTlONS 32..,34 presume that tl1e HIPAA Privacy Rule applies to VBA claim 
records. 
ANSWERS: Since the Rule does not apply to these records, there is no need to 
answer these questions at this time. 




